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AN AGE-OLD DILEMMA,  Opinion by Robert Williams

I begin with a recent event. Major Hasan, a devout Muslim and a U.S. Army psychiatrist,  recently opened fire at Ft.

Hood Texas, killing and wounding a number of his fellow soldiers before he was stopped.  Dr. Manzoor Farooqi, a

pediatrician and Muslim mosque leader,  said Major Hasan was one of about 10 men from Fort Hood who attended

prayers at the local mosque.  He said he coulden't believe Major Hasan would do such a thing.  He added that his Islamic

community strongly condemns the attack.

NOTE:  See also MORE ON HASAN below.

Nihad Awad, the national executive director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations, said, “We reiterate the

American Muslim community’s condemnation of this cowardly attack".  Sgt. Fahad Kamal, 26, an Army medic who did

a 15-month tour in Afghanistan,  said he was angered on several levels. “I want to believe it was the individual, and not

the religion, that made him do what he did. I feel let down. We’re better than this.”

Some who knew Hasan through the mosque said he was deeply conflicted by his religion.  When Major Hassan was told

he would be sent to Afghanistan on Nov. 28, he did not like it.  Some who knew Hasan reported  he considered quitting

the Army, explaining that “In the Quran, you’re not supposed to have alliances with Jews or Christians or others, and if

you are killed in the military fighting against Muslims, you will go to hell.”

MUSLIM DILEMMA

The Quran is Islam's most holy book and supposed to be the direct unequivical word of the Muslim God Allah as passed

down by his only prophet Muhammed in the 7th Century.  There are many direct admonitions in this book for true

Muslims to either convert the entire world to Islam, or wipe out all non-believers (Infidels) if they don't convert after

being given one chance to accept Islam.  It is a dilemma for "modernized" Muslims to accept the Muslim faith and yet

reject the violence which their Holy Book advocates.  It is understandable that some go one way and some another,  but

there is no doubt in my mind whatsoever that if they choose the violent path it is their religion that is most often been the

deciding influence.  Poverty and ignorance may play a minor part in helping some Muslims to be misled by fanatical

religious leaders, but poverty alone is not the deciding factor.  Neither can ignorance be entirely blamed.  Even the

poorest Muslim nowadays has some access to public news, TV, cellphones, etc.

NON-MUSLIM DILEMMA
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We "Infidels" who are not Muslims face a different dilemma.  We non-Muslim Americans think of ourselves as tolerant

of all religious faiths (no exception).  We base this on part of our First Amendment to the Constitution.  Clarified by the

dictionary, that part of the First Amendment says, "Congress shall make no law respecting (with regard to, concerning) 

an establishment (founding, or formation of, or an existing organization, or a public institution) of religion,  or

prohibiting the free exercise thereof..."  This is commonly referred to as the "establishment clause", or "freedom of

religion clause".

To me it is clear that if our congress adheres to our First Amendment it cannot make any law interfering with the free

exercise of the religion of Islam in our country even if that free exercise includes incitement to murder.  We do have laws

to treat violence as a crime regardless of the motivation.  Such laws do not mention religious motivation as a crime in

itself and therefor do not violate the First Amendment.  We can also try to protect ourselves and our nation by

discovering plots to commit violence against us.  Such discovery requires investigation of suspicious circumstances

regardless of their origin.  In my opinion, that means if someone like Timothy McVey is plotting murder while attending

a Christian church or an Islamic Mosque, our investigators should be able to include such places of worship in their

surveillance and it should not be considered a violation of the First Amendment because such surveillance has nothing to

do with prohibiting the free exercise of religion and only to do with an individual or group using a place of worship to

plot illegal violence.

Our Infidel dilemma is not about the First Amendment but with how we feel concerning incitement to murder.  First we

must decide what is murder.  Pacifists tend to consider even defensive action as murder if it causes death.  Since I am not

a pacifist, I consider our military action which does not unnecessarily target civilians as exempt from the definition of

murder.  However, Islamic fanatics have consistently demonstrated that they do indeed purposely and unnecessarily

target violence at innocent non-combatants.  Furthermore, the fanatics uniformly claim it is their Islamic religious duty to

do so in the cause of cleansing all Infidels from the world and in their cause of punishing people or nations who do not

completely bow down to Islamic theocracy as the fanatics themselves view it.

To me it is quite clear that our First Amendment was developed by those who had various non-violent sects of the

Judeo-Christian faiths in mind and not the violence-filled totally intolerant Islamic religion.  But the First Amendment

has not yet been modified to single out violent religions as exempt from protection.  Therefor it is up to "we the people"

to decide for ourselves what we think of any religion whose Holy Words promote religious "cleansing" of the world

using violent means.  It forces us to decide how tolerant or intolerant our personal attitudes are going to be towards such

religions.  It also forces us to think about what attitudes we are going to have towards practitioners of such religions. 

Should we be suspicious of all of them,  or just some of them.  If only some of them then which ones, and how do we

determine which ones?  Should we carefully watch them or not?  Should we openly declare our opposition to any

religion that espouses violence in its writings and preachements?  Should we declare our opposition to any religion that

is intolerant of other religious views?  What about the Christian Bible verse that declares, "Thou shalt not have any other

God before me"?  In fact, doesn't any Christian have to make up his or her mind how that verse relates to our modern

American ideas of religious tolerance?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MORE ON HASAN  reported by Robert Williams

According to the London Telegraph: 

"Col Terry Lee, a retired officer who worked with [Hasan] at the military base in Texas, alleged Maj Hasan

had angry confrontations with other officers over his views....

'He was making outlandish comments condemning our [U.S.] foreign policy and claimed Muslims had the

right to rise up and attack Americans,' Col Lee told Fox News.

'He said Muslims should stand up and fight the aggressor and that we should not be in the war in the first

place.' He said that Maj Hasan said he was 'happy' when a US soldier was killed in an attack on a military

recruitment centre in Arkansas in June."

Other sources report that a doctor who attended graduate school with Hasan said Hasan had called the war on terrorism
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"a war against Islam".  (Personal note: it is officially NOT a war against Islam,  but in my opinion it should be a war

against Islam because that is an extremely evil and bloodthirsty religion which should either be drastically reformed or

stamped out altogether.)

The press has stated that the FBI  intercepted emails between Hasan and Anwar al-Awlaki,  a spiritual advisor to some of

the 9/11 hijackers.  The same al-Awlaki who recently lionized Hasan as a "hero" because of his shootings at Ft. Hood.

The press also mentioned that al-Awlaki has been under investigation and was detained but later released.  

WHAT IN THE HELL IS GOING ON !!!

Why does our government seem so afraid to do anything about KNOWN Muslim fanatics in our society as well as our

military ?

Is our FBI, CIA, and Pentagon actually cowed by the "political correctness" of not offending ANY Muslim?  Aren't

these agencies and our military supposed to be the tough guys in our nation?  Is the military tough enough to go fight

wars but cowers from political correctness so it allows known Muslim fanatics to remain in our armed forces?  I do NOT

believe our down-in-the-ranks true fighting soldiers are cowards,  but it sure sounds like the upper brass are cowards and

the commander-in-chief seems to be a total nut-case who understands nothing about the real world and also seems to be

a milk-toast prissy afraid of his own shadow.  DID WE LEARN ABSOLUTELY NOTHING FROM 9/11 ???????

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TREASURED MISCONCEPTIONS  by Robert Williams

Anyone who saw the Charlie Rose show on 11-10-09 might remember Hillary Clinton remarking,     "...we do bear some

of the responsibility, frankly, for helping to create the very terrorists that we're now all threatened by."   In the way

Hillary meant it --- that terrorists were "created" by a Bush Administration foreign policy,  nothing could be farther from

the truth.  Not a single fanatic Islamist terrorist has sprung from U.S. international foreign policy.  What did create

terrorists from the 7th century on is the religion of Islam born of people steeped in tribal war and caravan raiding who

used it for motivating the ignorant and ambitious to create and ruin two Caliphate empires and ultimately soak most of

the middle east in poverty.  In our times,  oil money and too many broken states provided nests of easy recruitment for

the revival of Jihad ---  the Islamist war against Infidels (non-believers).  If anything,  our foreign policy against Jihad

was not nearly tough enough.  A further truth is that Hillary's irresponsible statement played right into the hands of

terrorist propagandists who delight in our consistent self-blame as proof of our weakness and their strength.

Especially of late,  our domestic policies  have certainly given Jihadists and their sympathizers in the Muslim world

lessons in our inept misunderstanding of terrorist motivations.  Osama bin-Laden has pointed out to his followers and the

world how easy it is to manipulate the misconceptions of our government and our media to the advantage of the Jihadist

movement.  It has been reported that in an intercepted letter to Taliban chief Mullah Omar,  Osama declares that the

media war in this century is one of the strongest methods (of struggle for the terrorist side).

As far back as 11 years ago, in his 1998 interview with ABC's John Miller, Osama explains that

NATO, which America created and supplied with the latest weaponry to protect Europe from Russia, did not fire a

single shot to drive the Russians from Afghanistan. Instead the Muslim mujahideen rabble was able to do it mostly with

light weaponry.  How come?  Because Allah was on their side of course.  The world press thought this meant the

mujahideen were on our side.

 Instead, what it really meant to Muslims including the mujahideen, was that the world's two superpowers,  Russia and

the United States,  were for all their modern weaponry just "paper tigers".  What happened next in Somalia merely

confirmed this in Muslim minds.  With the Russians defeated in Afghanistan and that country firmly in Taliban hands,

the Jihadis went to Somalia where they prepared for a long war of attrition against Americans.  They were surprised at

how quickly they defeated us there.  They didn't realize that our then Secretary of Defense would run away so easily with

his tail between his legs as soon as one or two of our helicopters were downed.

    

America declined its former status as a superpower and world leader and became absorbed in its own internal culture

war.  A culture change that put wimps and incompetents such as Jimmy Carter in charge of our nation.  A change that
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created major public disapproval of the few leaders like the Bushes who stood up to the Jihadists with actions instead of

useless appeals and appeasement. 

Islamist terrorist leaders often take action and refer to actions, but they make sure their followers understand the

propaganda value of our defeatism as proof of Islam's religious superiority.  A superiority they believe transcends petty

grievances with real-world examples of Allah's might and the weakness of self-declared super-powers.  For terrorists,

who laugh at the concept that we have "created" them,  success depends not so much on territorial gains as psychological

gains and they recruit on that basis.  Join up now.  The enemy is demonstrably weak of will.  Gain your place in Allah's

Paradise. 

Evidence of how much America has weakened is abundant in the current administration's attitudes and lack of effective

action.  A clear example is the insane decision to bring known extreme terrorists to New York city and try them as

"civilians".  Another clear example is the inept politically motivated reluctance of our Homeland Security Department to

immediately excise and isolate those in any public service such as the military who behave and speak as Maj. Nidal

Hasan did way before his killing escapade at Ft. Hood.  Yet our entire administration and half the public seem

mesmerized by the false idea that Muslim hatred against us is based on their poverty, our "exploitation" of their lands, 

or our former "flawed" foreign policy and "illegal" wars against them.  Our country rallied only briefly as the twin towers

were hit --- then we fell back into our treasured misconceptions almost as soon as the last mote of dust floated away on

the wind from the crumpled buildings.

On the November 23rd. Time Magazine cover are the words, "Is Fort Hood an aberration or a sign of things to come? 

Inside is an article "Terrified or Terrorist?"  where journalist Nancy Gibs comments, "The masacre at Fort Hood was,

depending on whom you believed, yet another horrific workplace shooting by a nutcase who suddenly snapped,  or it

was an intimate act of war,  a plot that can't be foiled because it is hatched inside a fanatic's head and leaves no trail until

it is left in blood.

I submit that in Hasan's case there were plenty of prior overt indications of his Jihadist tendencies that were purposely

overlooked because of a pervasive American fear of being accused of religious bigotry;  especially where the Islamic

faith is concerned.  That fear unnecessarily cost 13 lives.  Bigotry is considered "uncivilized",  but how civilized is

ignoring the the built-in confliction of Islam itself which affects believers such as Hasan?  Especially believers who have

openly espoused support for suicide bombers and who have known contacts with proponents of Jihad.  I submit that

being very cautious of a religion as bloody and intolerant as Islam is wisdom,  not bigotry.  In most cases of Muslims

turning to unexpected violence the motivation is quite clearly their religious beliefs.  Yet article after article in such

media as Time,  either dance around this point or refuse to recognize it altogether.  NOW THAT IS TRULY

UNCIVILIZED!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BITS OF HUMOR
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